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The island of refrigerated counters Cube with cylindrical corner elements
for the sale of fresh fruit and vegetablesCUBE SELF
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CUBE SELF The island of refrigerated counters Cube with cylindrical corner elements
for the sale of fresh fruit and vegetables
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In accordance with best traditions of trade customer is choosing fruit and vegetables by himself
and then gives them to the seller for packingCUBE SELF
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Cube Self refrigerated counters with wide  impressive display of fresh fruits and berriesCUBE SELF
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In accordance with best traditions of trade customer is choosing fruit and vegetables by himself
and then gives them to the seller for packingCUBE SELF
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Wide, cooled stainless steel surface, exact temperature control and ergonomics provide great 
opportunity for creating effective sales of fruit and vegetables in refrigerated counters Cube SelfCUBE SELF
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Effective trade zone for the sale of fruit and vegetables is created by the use of Ellipse Self 
refrigerated counters in the supermarketELLIPSE SELF
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Island combination of refrigerated counters Ellipse Self gives the opportunity to create an effective 
fresh zone for the sale of fruit and vegetables in the stores of any formatELLIPSE SELF
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Effective trade zone for the sale of fruit and vegetables is created by the use of Ellipse Self 
refrigerated counters in the supermarketELLIPSE SELF
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Semi-vertical refrigerated counters Butterfly Cube in multi-deck design is the best solution for deli 
stores and small shopsBUTTERFLY CUBE
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Semi-vertical refrigerated counters Butterfly in island design with headcases do not block general 
overview of the trading hall. It is also available in Slim version for small-format storesBUTTERFLY CUBE
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Shelves of refrigerated counter Butterfly Cube are equipped with stabilizer of air flow with lampBUTTERFLY CUBE
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Refrigerated cabinet Medusa Gourmet was designed specially for deli stores. The cabinet has high 
base, which gives he opportunity to decorate it in one style with the store’s interiorMEDUSA GOURMET
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Sliding racks allow to renew exposition of refrigerated cabinet Mango even in the storage room 
without creating difficulties for the process of trade. It also makes cleaning under the counter easierMANGO
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Refrigerated cabinets Mango with cascade exposition for the best sale of fruit and vegetablesMANGO
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Refrigerated cabinets Mango with cascade exposition for the best sale of fruit and vegetablesMANGO
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Mango can be constructively built into the line of semi-vertical Butterfly countersMANGO
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In order to preserve quality and appearance of greens and vegetables humidification system
can be installed in refrigerated cabinets MangoMANGO
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The main idea of refrigerated counter Orange is the effective sale of fruit and vegetables. Its 
advantages are maximum visibility and ease of product selectionORANGE
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Head non refrigerated modules of semicircular geometry create ergonomic refrigerated island for the sale
of fruit and vegetables in the center of the trading hallORANGE
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Cooling system of Orange counter provides stable temperature throughout the whole exposition surfaceORANGE
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Multi-deck version of refrigerated counter Orange with autonomic cooling systemORANGE
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Island version of refrigerated counter Orange with autonomic cooling systemORANGE
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Customer feels more comfortable in the special cabinet’s configuration which doesn’t invade customer’s personal 
space. For this purpose, Medusa Cube upper bumper is constructively moved on 150mm relatively to the lower 
bumper. Double air curtain saved as well in this configuration

MEDUSA CUBE COMFORT
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Design of refrigerated cabinets Medusa Comfort allows to install them within the narrowest zones and aisles
of trading hall, thus making choice is always easy for the buyerMEDUSA CUBE COMFORT
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Medusa Cube multi-deck for fresh vegetables and Bochka cabinets for picklesMEDUSA CUBE & BOCHKA
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Line of energy-saving cabinets Medusa Cube with angled mirror and innovative LED-lamps for shelves provide 
the best exposition and effective sales of fruit and vegetables in the self-service modeMEDUSA CUBE
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Line of energy-saving cabinets Medusa Cube with angled mirror and innovative LED-lamps for shelves provide 
the best exposition and effective sales of fruit and vegetables in the self-service modeMEDUSA CUBE
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The line of energy-saving refrigeration cabinets with double air curtain and led-lightingMEDUSA
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Shelves of energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa are inclined. Upper mirrors visually enhance
the exposition and attract buyers. The entire inner surface of the cabinet is painted in green colour.
It’s the best solution for the exposition of fruit and vegetables

MEDUSA
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Island version of Medusa cabinets with the use of headcasesMEDUSA
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Shelves of energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa are inclined. Upper mirrors visually enhance
the exposition and attract buyers. The entire inner surface of the cabinet is painted in green colour.
It’s the best solution for the exposition of fruit and vegetables

MEDUSA
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Multi-deck cabinet Medusa Slim with advertising light-boxesMEDUSA SLIM
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Refrigerated counters Promo with autonomic cooling system for promotional sale
of products can be installed anywhere in the trading hallPROMO
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The main advantage of Montpellier counters is their wide horizontal surface for the inclined layout of products. 
Such counters are most rationally used in large stores for fast sale of productsMONTPELLIER
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The main advantage of Montpellier counters is their wide horizontal surface for the inclined layout of products. 
Such counters are most rationally used in large stores for fast sale of productsMONTPELLIER
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Refrigerated counter Omega has a hermetic container made from stainless steel for the layout of products.
The cooling system is integrated into the cabinet’s case and is fully protected against corrosion.
That’s why Omega is ideal for the sale of greens and pickles

OMEGA
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Low-temperature refrigerated cabinets Nautilus with energy-saving glass covers and effective led-lightingNAUTILUS
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Low-temperature Nautilus cabinets have panoramic glass and built-in led-lighting, thus ensuring maximum 
visibility of the products in the cabinetNAUTILUS
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Advantage of low-temperature Nautilus Combi  cabinet is two refrigerated volumes with autonomic  
temperature control and defrosting with vertical and horizontal expositionNAUTILUS COMBI
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Refrigerated cabinets Nautilus are used for the sales of not only packed, but also weighted frozen products 
in self-service modeNAUTILUS
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COLD ROOMS AND AIR COOLERS
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